To adjust the string height, turn the stud bolts located at the left and right ends of the bridge (A) using a slotted (-) screwdriver. Before adjustment, loosen the lock nut using an 8mm nut driver. After adjustment, tighten the lock nut again to fix the bridge.

To adjust the tailpiece height, turn the adjustment screws (B) on both sides with a slotted (-) screwdriver. Before adjustment, loosen the lock nut. After adjustment, fix it again in the same way as the bridge.

If the lock nut of the bridge and tailpiece is loose, it may cause distortion or resonance. Raising the tailpiece will reduce the string tension, which will provide a softer feel and make it easier to bend the strings.

To adjust the intonation of each saddle, turn the intonation adjustment screw using a slotted (-) screwdriver (C).